As the process of re-writing the Bylaws has proceeded, it has been suggested that the Sections be changed to Round Tables.

Members-at-Large would still be responsible for representing the interests of School, Public, Academic, & Special Libraries.

Reasons this came up:

- Knowing how many members are of each type of library or category: public, academic, school, special, friends/trustees
- Maintaining a place for everyone at the table

The Task Force has sought the input of the current Section chairs and is bringing this aspect of the re-structure back to the Board for discussion.

Communication with the current section chairs indicates that:

- Friends and Trustees are satisfied with affiliate status and do not see the need for a Round Table.
- CULS is in favor of becoming a Round Table
- Special Libraries Section is in favor of becoming a Round Table.
- School Libraries Section is in favor of becoming a Round Table. Still want to be sure member-at-large represents their interests.